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abstract. Knowledge of how land cover has changed over time improve assessments of the changes in the futu-
re. Wide availability of remote sensed data and relatively low cost of their acquisition make them very attractive 
data source for Geographical Information Systems (GIS). The main goal of this paper is to prepare, run and 
evaluate image classification using a block of raw aerial images obtained from Digital Mapping Camera (DMC). 
Classification was preceded by preparation of raw images. It contained geometric and radiometric correction of 
every image in block. Initial images processing lead to compensate their brightness differences. It was obtained 
by calculating two vegetation indices: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Green Normalized 
Vegetation Index (gNDVI).  These vegetation indices were the foundation of image classification. PCI Geomatics 
Geomatica 10.2 and Microimages TNT Mips software platforms were used for this purpose. 
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1. Introduction

Land is the main resource controlling primary 
productivity in terrestrial ecosystems (Darwin et 
al. 1996). Changes in land cover and land use af-

fect the global systems (e.g., atmosphere, climate 
and sea level) (Meyer & Turner 1992). Informa-
tion describing current land cover is an impor-
tant input for planning and modelling, but the 
quality of such data defines the reliability of the 
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simulation outputs (Townshend 1992; Belward 
1996). The relationship between land use and 
land cover are not always obvious. Land cover 
classes can support multiple uses. Land use can 
be defined as the human use of land while land 
cover can be defined as the biophysical state of 
the earth’s surface (Turner et al. 1995). Knowl-Knowl-
edge of how land cover has changed over time 
improve assessments of the changes in the fu-
ture. Easy availability of remote sensed data 
and relatively low cost of their acquisition make 
them very attractive data source for Geographi-
cal Information Systems (GIS). Aerial and satel-
lite images present reliable data which can be 
easily interpreted by an analyst. The analysis of 
remote sensed data takes relatively more time 
than data acquisition. That is why in last years it 
can be noticed finding a solution which will give 
an opportunity to interpret remote sensed data 
in more and more automatic way. A good exam-
ple of such automation can be fast updating of 
topographic databases, creating digital elevation 
models and land cover maps. With recent advent 
of very high resolution satellite imagery (HRSI), 
such as IKONOS, QuickBird, and OrbView imag-
es, great efforts have been made in the application 
of these remote sensing images in environmental 
studies. HRSIs have been applied widely in ur- HRSIs have been applied widely in ur-HRSIs have been applied widely in ur-
ban land-cover mapping (Im et al. 2008; Thomas 
et al. 2003; Wulder et al. 2008; Lu & Weng 2009). 
But when we want to map land cover character-
istics in smaller scale, aerial images still have and 
would have a significant value.

It is impossible to create land cover map using 
available aerial images without previous analy-
sis of them. But interpretation of images block is 
a complex case. Every image in block has differ-
ent exposure and observation conditions. Terrain 
shape and land cover types have also significant 
influence on every image. In many cameras there 
is also vignetting effect which causes changes in 
exposure intensity in the image surface. These are 
the reasons why geometric and radiometric cor-
rection is obligatory in images analysis (Konecny 
2003). It leads to eliminate potential image errors 
and to image normalization.

The main goal of this paper is to prepare, 
run and evaluate aerial image classification us-
ing a block of raw images obtained from Digital 
Mapping Camera (DMC). Classification was pre-

ceded by preparation of raw images. It contained 
geometric and radiometric correction of every 
image in block. Initial images processing lead to 
compensate their brightness. It was obtained by 
calculating two vegetation indices: Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Green 
Normalized Vegetation Index (gNDVI). These 
vegetation indices were the foundation of image 
classification. PCI Geomatics Geomatica 10.2 and 
Microimages TNT Mips software platforms were 
used for this purpose.

2. Study area

The study area is Świętoszów military training 
ground. It is located in Dolnośląskie Province. It 
is the biggest military training ground in Poland. 
It has about 38,000 hectares. Military training 
ground is traversed by many tank roads. There 
is a lot of military objects within its boundaries. 
Figure 1 shows the location of the study area.

The study area is located in the extent with 
higher precipitation values than observed in sur-
rounding areas (about 600 mm annual) which 
makes that forest species composition more simi-
lar to upland forests. It is mainly beech forest 
with fir and spruce.

Fig. 1. Location of the study area.
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3. Input data

The block of digital aerial images were used 
to achieve the goal of the work. 131 images col-
lected in five strings were available for this elabo-
ration. 12 images were selected to analysis and 
they cover the centre of aerial raid area. The set of 
selected images contained 38, 39, 40 and 41 from 
third string, 63, 64, 65, 66 from fourth string and 
81, 82, 83, 84 from fifth string. Strings have direc-
tion from the east to the west. The spatial resolu-
tion of images was 0.4 m. Data set contained im-
ages in five spectral channels: panchromatic, red, 
green, blue, and infrared. Digital processing of 
images was carried out with PCI Geomatics Geo-
matica 10.2 and Microimages TNT Mips software 
platform.

DMC was used to collect images. DMC was 
constructed in 2001 by Z/I Imaging. DMC is 
multi-module camera which allows to obtain 
5 cm spatial resolution. It is possible thanks to 
using high quality CCD matrix with very high 
spectral resolution (12 bits for every channel). Fo-
cal length of the camera equals 120 mm and the 
available matrix size is 7,680×13,824 pixels. Im-
ages were collected from height of about 4,100 
meters (Intergraph 2010).

In image classification, the use of ancillary 
data is important and effective especially in the 
preclassification, stratification and classifier mod-
ification (Harris & Ventura, 1995; Williams 2001). 
What is important, for digital remote sensing, an-
cillary data must be incorporated into the analy-
sis in a structured, formalized manner (Campbell 
2007). Unfortunately, for study area no ancillary 
data was available.

4. Methods

The work for obtaining the goal which was the 
image land cover classification was established 
according to workflow presented in Figure 2.

4.1. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) creation

To orthorectify aerial images high resolution 
and good quality DEM is necessary and crucial. 
Presented in Figure 3 10 m spatial resolution 
DEM was delivered with images but we came to 
conclusion that such a spatial resolution cannot 
guarantee enough precision for image analysis. 
Images spatial resolution was 0.4 m so spatial 
resolution of DEM was, in this case, more than 
20 times lower. So another DEM was calculated 
with spatial resolution 1.6 m using photogram-
metric methods on the basis of aerial images. To 
create DEM, set of 30 images was used. It con-

Fig. 2. Workflow of the analysis.

Fig. 3. 10 m spatial resolution Digital Elevation Model deliv-
ered by Forest Management Office with input data.
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tained 12 images selected for the analysis and 
images neighbouring with them to obtain fine 
results on the selected images’ edges.

Exterior orientation data was collected from 
Global Positioning System / Inertial Navigating 

System (GPS/INS) report stored in the aerial 
raid report. Firstly, DEMs for epipolar images 
were calculated. Next, DEMs were mosaicked in 
strings and after that, in whole area. Such an at-
titude allowed to avoid errors on the contact area 
of images. After all, final DEM was filtered with 
median filter in Microimages TNT Mips. Results 
of filtering are showed in Figure 4. Final DEM 
used in the analysis is presented in Figure 5.

4.2. Images orthorectification

When DEM for study area had been created 
images orthorectification was carried out. Green, 
red and infrared spectral channels images were 
orthorectified because exactly these images were 
necessary to calculate NDVI and gNDVI indi-
ces. PCI Geomatics Geomatica 10.2 was used for 
orthorectification. Figure 6 presents one image 
before and one after orthorectification. Running 
orthorectification with using digital elevation 
model with 1.6 m spatial resolution allowed for 
obtaining images more appropriate for vegetation 
indices calculation than images orthorectified us-
ing 10 m DEM. Their precision, especially in for-
ested areas was much higher. Figure 7 presents 
differences between the same area orthorectified 
with 10 m and 1.6 m DEM. Using higher resolu-
tion DEM forested areas are better mapped than 
using lower resolution DEM.

Fig. 4. Comparison of Digital Elevation Models. Before filtering by median filter (A) and after filtering (B).

Fig. 5. Digital Elevation Model with spatial resolution 1.6 m 
created for the study area.
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Fig. 6. One image chosen for the analysis – before orthorectification (A) and after orthorectification (B).

Fig. 7. Differences between the same area, one orthorectified with 10 m DEM (A) and another orthorectified with 1.6 m DEM (B).
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4.3. Vegetation indices calculation

Images land cover classification was carried 
out on the basis of two vegetation indices (NDVI 
and gNDVI). These indices describe vegetation 
development state, its health state, they also de-
scribe biomass amount and participation of soil 
and vegetation in spectral reflectance from the 
unit area. NDVI and gNDVI indices were calcu-
lated in Microimages TNT Mips software using 
SML language script for automation the calculat-
ing process according to equations:
NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index)

 
,  (1)

gNDVI (Green Normalized Difference Vegeta-
tion Index)

 ,  (2)
where:
NIR – data from infrared spectra channel,
R – data from red spectra channel,
G – data from green spectra channel.

SML is a general-purpose, modular, functional 
programming language with compile-time type 

checking and type inference. SML script used for 
vegetation indices calculating is attached as an 
Appendix 1. The main task of the this script was 
to carry out the algebra operations according to 
equations which describe NDVI and gNDVI in-
dices. Script used data from appropriate spectral 
channels and generate new images with vegeta-
tion indices values. In such a way 24 new images 
were obtained, 12 images for every index. Nor-
mally NDVI and gNDVI indices values spread 
from –1 to 1. Their ranges in this work were set 
from –10,000 to 10,000 to avoid necessity of deci-
mal point using.

NDVI and gNDVI images had to be mosai-
cked to create a homogeneous surface with nor-
malized vegetation values. Indices’ values in sin-
gle images were dependent on grid brightness 
in each spectral channel. Mosiacking allowed to 
solve this problem.

Mosaicking of images was carried out in Mi-
croimages TNT Mips. On overlapped area indices 
values were calculated with feathering function. 
This function uses for image normalizing weight-
ed average and weight value is higher when grid 
is further from the image’s edge. It gives much 
more better results than using simple arithmetic 

Fig. 8. Differences between feathering (A) and arithmetic mean (B) methods of image mosaicking.
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mean. The difference between results of these 
two methods presents Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows final mosaics for both indices: 
NDVI and gNDVI calculated for the study area.

4.4. Supervised classification of land cover

The very first step of the image classification 
was initial land cover class definition. Using aeri-
al images for study area, general overview of the 
area was performed. The main four land cover 
classes were in this step identified. Set of initial 
classes contained (A) sands without vegetation 
cover, (B) grasses and scrub class, (C) heather 
class and (D) forested areas. Occurrence of these 
land cover types in study area is presented in Fig-
ure 10. Table 1 shows vegetation indices values 
for first identified classes. Indices’ values for land 

cover classes were calculated on the basis of cor-
relation graph between NDVI and gNDVI mosa-
ics. Correlation graph with simultaneous view in 

Fig. 9. Final mosaics for NDVI (A) and gNDVI (B) indexes.

Fig. 10. Four main land cover classes in study area.
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Microimages TNT Mips allowed for land cover 
classes definition. Correlation graph is presented 
in Figure 11. After initial four classes definition 
further grid location on the correlation graph was 
carried out. Grid location on the graph was ba-
sis in process of unclassified grids assigning into 
destination classes. During this process it turned 
out that delimitation of another classes is neces-
sary. Whole analysis lead to 12 classes definition. 
They were described by 25 intervals for every 
vegetation index which equals 50 intervals taken 
into account in the analysis. Determined classes 
with their intervals values are contained in Ta-
ble 2. In the Figure 12, test areas with determined 
classes are presented.

Table 1. Summary of vegetation indexes values for initial four land cover classes.
Land cover type NDVI min NDVI max gNDVI min gNDVI max

Bare soil (A) –700 1600 –2400 –900
Grasses and scrub (B) –900 550 –100 2200

Heather (C) 550 2850 150 3350
Forests (D) 2850 6550 1000 4500

Table 2. Land cover classes determined on the basis of vegetation indexes for study area.
Class number Short descripiotn NDVI minimum NDVI maximum gNDVI minimum gNDVI maximum

1 Bright sand –2000 –1200 –400 850
–2650 –2000 –400 610

2 Dark sand –2100 –1950 610 1000
–2040 –1650 850 1075
–1650 –1200 850 1220
–1450 –1200 1120 1450

3 Rusty sand –2350 –1650 1075 1825
4 Grasses and scrub 600 1275 1600 2750

1275 1675 1880 3200
5 Lichens –1200 500 –1600 2250

–1850 –1200 –1000 –320
6 Dense heather 2500 3420 1850 3200

2500 3750 1250 1850
1675 2500 500 3200
1350 1950 1500 1880
1275 1880 1420 1775

7 Rare heather 500 1675 170 1500
8 Coniferous forest 3400 6500 1950 3500

4300 6600 –1450 1950
9 Mixed forest 3400 6500 3500 5260

10 Tarmac –2800 –1900 –1500 –500
–2300 –1400 –2050 –1170

11 Water –7700 –1300 –8700 –2400
12 Shadows 750 4500 –3000 –100

2700 4500 –100 800

Fig 11. Corellation graph between NDVI (x-axis) and 
gNDVI (y-axis) mosaicked rasters.
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4.5. Land cover classification performance

After precise interval vegetation index values 
determining for each land cover classes, classifi-
cation could be performed. SML script was used 
for classification automation. The SML script 
code is contained in Appendix 2. The main goal 
of this script was to retrieve values of both veg-
etation indices, create a new raster file and assign 
to it values according to developed rules con-
tained in Table 2. These rules were described by 
minimum and maximum values of intervals for 
both indices. For example, grid with NDVI value 
4,000 and gNDVI value 2500 was assigned for 
coniferous forest class marked number 8. In the 
final classification map this grid obtained value 
8 according to class where it was classified. Itera-
tively, for a every grid in such a way, grids were 

classified. In special cases new assigned grid val-
ue equaled 0. It meant ‘no classification’. On the 
basis of developed script 85% of grids were clas-
sified. Remaining 15% of grids could not be clas-
sified to any class because development of full 
classification rules for such a big raster (about 560 
billion of grids) was not possible in available soft-
ware. What is also worth noticing, orthorectified 
images are north directed. Pixels located within 
the image frame were also assigned as 0 value. It 
explains such a big participation of not classified 
grids in final map.

5. Results

Figure 13 shows final classification map creat-
ed on the basis of vegetation indices. New colour 

Fig. 12. Test areas for determined land cover classes. 
1 –  bright sand, 2 – dark sand, 3 – rusty sand, 4 – grasses and scrub, 5 – lichens, 6 – dense heather, 7 – rare heather, 8 – coniferous forest, 

9 – mixed forest, 10 – tarmac, 11 – water, 12 – shadows.
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ramp was created for this map for better presen-
tation of classes. New colour ramp with classes 
description is contained in Table 3.

When classification was carried out it was 
necessary to evaluate it. It was done using 5 test 
areas and identifying occurring problem within 
them. This method was based only on remotely 
sensed data because field verification was impos-
sible for study area. Civilians cannot enter area 
of interest chosen for this work. So classification 
precision was evaluated only using digital im-
ages interpretation. Especially useful was in this 
case orthophotomap delivered by courtesy of 
Forest Management Office.

Three main classification problems were iden-
tified and investigated:

Shadows – they occurred often in final classi-
fication raster map. Shadows cannot be classified 
as a separate class but they were distinguished 
for better classification of remaining classes. 
Shadows mainly occurred on forested areas. That 
is why on the generalization step they should be 
assigned to forest class. This problem is present-
ed on the Figure 14.

Not classified areas – these areas were mainly 
observed in the image frame area. In the main 
classification raster map content they occurred 
because vegetation indices values intervals were 
not closed in some cases. The effect of this was 
that some grids could not be assigned to any 
class. Problem of occurring not classified grids 
presents Figure 15.

Misclassification – which means assigning 
some grids to a wrong class. In every situation it 
was caused by very similar spectral characteris-
tics of both land cover types. It was then impos-
sible to distinguish such a regions on correlation 
graph. Such a cases were observed in following 
examples:

Classification of bright sands and tarmac. 
Very interesting example concerns the old surface 
of A18 highway. New lane of A18 highway was 
assigned correct to tarmac class and old lane was 
assigned wrongly as a bright sand. It is shown on 
Figure 16.

Distinction of mixed and coniferous forest. 
What is worth stressing, using this method clas-
sification of forest class was good and did not 
cause any problems but it was sometimes diffi-
cult to identify forest type. Mixed forest normally 

Fig. 13. Final classification raster map on the basis of NDVI 
and gNDVI indexes.

Table 3. Color ramp and classes description for final 
classification raster map on the basis of NDVI and 

gNDVI indexes.
Class Name Color

1 Bright sand
2 Dark sand
3 Rusty sand
4 Grasses and scrub
5 Lichens
6 Dense heather
7 Rare heather
8 Coniferous forest
9 Mixed forest
10 Tarmac
11 Water
12 Shadows
0 Without classification
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has higher value of gNDVI while NDVI values 
for both forest types are similar. This rule devel-
oped for forest type distinction did not check out 
in 100%. This problem is shown on Figure 17.

Misclassification of dense heather and conif-
erous forest. Dense heather has very high values 

of NDVI and these values overlapped with NDVI 
values for coniferous forest. It causes problem 
with misclassification of these two classes. This 
problem is presented on Figure 18.

Problem with assigning vegetation class 
on wetlands. In some areas wetlands with veg-

Fig. 14. Shadows on the classification raster map. They are marked with white colour on the final raster map.

Fig. 15. Problem of not classified grids.
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etation were classified as water. This problem 
presents Figure 19.

Every method has its advantages and disad-
vantages. These identified problems did not de-
crease quality of classification in authors’ opin-

ion. In the process of intervals filling, 12 classes 
were distinguished. Using developed method in 
future, it is good to decrease number of classes 
which can cause a solution for some identified 
classification problems.

Fig. 16. Example of misclassification of bright sands and tarmac.

Fig. 17. Problem with mixed and coniferous forest distinction.
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The main goal of this work was achieved and 
land cover classification was carried out and fin-
ished with success. The efficiency of classifica-
tion was evaluated for 85% but the majority of 
misclassified grids are contained in image frame. 

Calculating vegetation indices lead also to nor-
malize images block which is definitely advan-
tage of this method because in the step of image 
preparation none of other normalization tech-
nique is required.

Fig. 18. Problem with coniferous forest and dense heather distinction.

Fig. 19. Problem with vegetation distinction in wetlands.
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6. Discussion and conclusions

In this developed method of digital image 
land cover classification some things need to be 
stressed. The work revealed that digital image 
preparation is time-consuming and complicated 
process. Special attention need to be put for the 
process of digital image normalization and one 
has to be aware to what consequences it may 
lead.

First step of the work revealed that precise 
DEM has a significant influence on whole analy-
sis. It increases the quality of orthorectification 
and what is more, higher orthorectification qual-
ity allows to better calculation of vegetation in-
dices. It is important in this case because vegeta-
tion indices were the basis of whole classification 
analysis.

Two used vegetation indices (NDVI and 
gNDVI) in complex way describe study area. The 
advantages of these indices were proved in this 
paper, especially their influence on image nor-
malization and their efficiency in image classifi-
cation.

The use of feathering method during images 
mosaicking revealed its advantages and allowed 
to skip the process of linear trend removing.

Classification itself was a little time-consum-
ing mostly because intervals for vegetation in-
dices for specific classes had to be identified as 
a rectangles. Analysing vegetation indices cor-
relation graph it appeared that cloud point of 
specific class could be identified as an ellipse. 
It could better imitate classes relationships but 
using ellipses would increase time of analysis. 
That is why authors resigned from using ellipse’s 
shape in the analysis.

Analysis should be more precise if there 
would be possibility of classification verification 
in the field. Because of the military character of 
study area, such a verification could not be per-
formed. So land cover types were determined on 
the basis of image interpretation. It has influence 
on classification quality because some grids were 
assigned to incorrect class. The decrease of class 
number should increase classification quality.

The main advantage of this method is the pos-
sibility of land cover map creating with relatively 
short time and without time-consuming field 
works.
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Appendix 1

Vegetation index calculation SML script

clear();
# DlgGetObjects
# Declares a HASH of RVC_OBJITEMs

raster A;
GetInputRaster(A);
string f$=GetObjectFileName(A);print(f$);
string path$=FileNameGetPath(f$);print(path$); 
CloseRaster(A);

#Declaration of tables for object saving
class RVC_OBJITEM listb[];  
class RVC_OBJITEM listg[];  
class RVC_OBJITEM listr[];  
class RVC_OBJITEM listir[];  

#indicating of rasters for each spectral channels
DlgGetObjects("Wskaż kanały niebieskie", "Raster", listb, "ExistingOnly", 1, 132);
DlgGetObjects("Indicate green channels", "Raster", listg, "ExistingOnly", 1, 132);
DlgGetObjects("Indicate red channels", "Raster", listr, "ExistingOnly", 1, 132);
DlgGetObjects("Indicated infrared channels", "Raster", listir, "ExistingOnly", 1, 132);

# Get the keys for the HASH
class STRINGLIST listkeys = listb.GetKeys();  

#main calculating loop
numeric i;
for i = 0 to listkeys.GetNumItems()-1 {
    local class RASTER Rb, Rg, Rr, Rir;
    # Use the key to index the RVC_OBJITEM in the HASH to open the RASTER
    Rb.Open(listb[listkeys.GetString(i)], "Read");
    Rg.Open(listg[listkeys.GetString(i)], "Read");
    Rr.Open(listr[listkeys.GetString(i)], "Read");
  Rir.Open(listir[listkeys.GetString(i)], "Read");
  numeric l, c;
  raster C, D, E;  
  l=NumLins(Rr);
  c=NumCols(Rr);
  string o$="ndvi_"+Rr.$Info.Name;
  string o1$="gndvi_"+Rr.$Info.Name;
  string o2$="hel_"+Rr.$Info.Name;
  string fo$=path$+"/"+Rr.$Info.Name+"_ndvi.rvc";
  string fo1$=path$+"/"+Rr.$Info.Name+"_gndvi.rvc";
    print(i, " : ", Rr.$Info.Filename, " / ", Rr.$Info.Name);
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#---RADIOMETRY-----
raster IRrad, Rrad, Grad, Brad;
if (fexists("F:/blue-rad.rvc"))
 DeleteFile("F:/blue-rad.rvc");
CreateProjectFile("F:/blue-rad.rvc", "radiation-blue");
if (fexists("F:/green-rad.rvc"))
 DeleteFile("F:/green-rad.rvc");
CreateProjectFile("F:/green-rad.rvc", " radiation -green");
if (fexists("F:/red-rad.rvc"))
 DeleteFile("F:/red-rad.rvc");
CreateProjectFile("F:/red-rad.rvc", " radiation -red");
if (fexists("F:/ired-rad.rvc"))
 DeleteFile("F:/ired-rad.rvc");
CreateProjectFile("F:/ired-rad.rvc", " radiation -ired");

#creating of radiaton rasters in each spectral channel
CreateRaster(Brad,"F:/blue-rad.rvc","brad","radiation",l,c,"16-bit unsigned");
CreateRaster(Grad,"F:/green-rad.rvc","grad","radiation",l,c,"16-bit unsigned");
CreateRaster(Rrad,"F:/red-rad.rvc","rrad","radiation",l,c,"16-bit unsigned");
CreateRaster(IRrad,"F:/ired-rad.rvc", "irrad", "radiation",l,c,"16-bit unsigned");

raster IRrad1, Rrad1, Grad1, Brad1;
OpenRaster(Brad1,"F:/blue-rad.rvc","brad");
OpenRaster(Grad1,"F:/green-rad.rvc","grad");
OpenRaster(Rrad1,"F:/red-rad.rvc","rrad");
OpenRaster(IRrad1,"F:/ired-rad.rvc", "irrad");

SetStatusMessage("conversion of infrared channel to radiation value...");
IRrad1=7.6398*Rir - 97.456;
SetStatusMessage("conversion of red channel to radiation value...");
Rrad1=11.132*Rr + 71.44;
SetStatusMessage("conversion of green channel to radiation value...");
Grad1=6.5102*Rg + 826.2;
SetStatusMessage("conversion of blue channel to radiation value...");
Brad1=11.553*Rb + 9.9597;

CreateRaster(C, fo$, o$, o$, l, c, "16-bit signed");
SetStatusMessage("NDVI calculating...");  
C =( (IRrad1 - Rrad1)/(IRrad1 + Rrad1))*10000; #NDVI
CreateHistogram(C); 
CreatePyramid(C);
CopySubobjects(Rr,C,"GEOREF");
CloseRaster(C);

CreateRaster(D, fo1$, o1$, o1$, l, c, "16-bit signed");
SetStatusMessage("GNDVI calculating...");  
D =( (IRrad1 - Grad1)/(IRrad1 + Grad1))*10000; #GNDVI
CreateHistogram(D); 
CreatePyramid(D);
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CopySubobjects(Rr,D,"GEOREF");
CloseRaster(D);

CreateRaster(E, fo$, o2$, o2$, l, c, "16-bit signed");  
SetStatusMessage("HEL soil index calculating...");  
E=((pow(10,4)*pow(Rrad1,2))/(Brad1+pow(Grad1,3)));#HEL Ben-Dor
CreateHistogram(E); 
CreatePyramid(E);
CopySubobjects(Rr,E,"GEOREF");
CloseRaster(E);

 Rb.Close();  Rg.Close(); Rr.Close();  Rir.Close();
CloseRaster(IRrad1); CloseRaster(Rrad1); CloseRaster(Grad1); CloseRaster(Brad1);

       }

Appendix 2

Classification SML script

clear();
class FILEPATH filepath;
class STRINGLIST filenames, filenames1, filenames2;
class MieTIFF tiffHandle;
class MieARC_SHAPEFILEVECTOR vHandle;
# indicating catalog and type of input data

string defaultpath$ = _context.ScriptDir;

filepath.SetName(GetDirectory( defaultpath$, "Indicate catalog with files which need name change" ));

print( filepath.GetPath() );
filenames = filepath.GetFileList( "*w.rvc" );
numeric filecount = filenames.GetNumItems();
print( filecount, "files found" );

numeric i;
for i = 0 to filecount-1
{
 #print( "File loading: " + filenames.GetString( i ) + " numer: " + NumToStr( i + 1 ) );
  string fgndvi$ = filepath.GetPath() + "\\" + filenames.GetString( i );print(fgndvi$);
  #string objname$ = FileNameGetName( filenames.GetString( i ) );
#print(inputfile$);
string mes$="Object name change: " + NumToStr(i);
SetStatusMessage(mes$);
#object name GNDVI
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numeric len=strlen(filenames.GetString(i));
string ogndvi$=left$(filenames.GetString(i), len-6)+"gndvi";print(ogndvi$);
#file and object name NDVI;
string ondvi$=left$(ogndvi$, len-6)+"ndvi";print(ondvi$);
#string fndvi$=filepath.GetPath() +"/"+ondvi$+".rvc";print(fgndvi$);
raster NDVI, GNDVI;
OpenRaster(NDVI,fgndvi$, ondvi$);
numeric l=NumLins(NDVI);
numeric c=NumCols(NDVI);
OpenRaster(GNDVI,fgndvi$,ogndvi$);
raster B;
#Filename rvc – classification result
string oout$=left$(ondvi$, len-4)+"kl";
string fout$=filepath.GetPath() +"/"+left$(ondvi$, len-6)+"kl.rvc"; print(fout$);
string rtype$ = "8-bit unsigned";
#goto label;
CreateRaster(B,fout$,oout$,oout$,l,c,rtype$);
B=0;
for each B[l,c]
{
if ((GNDVI>-400) and (GNDVI<850) and (NDVI>-2000) and (NDVI<-1200)) then B=1; #bright sand
if ((GNDVI>-400) and (GNDVI<610) and (NDVI>-2650) and (NDVI<-2000)) then B=1;
if ((GNDVI>610) and (GNDVI<1000) and (NDVI>-2100) and (NDVI<-1950)) then B=2; #dark sand
if ((GNDVI>850) and (GNDVI<1075) and (NDVI>-2040) and (NDVI<-1650)) then B=2; 
if ((GNDVI>850) and (GNDVI<1220) and (NDVI>-1650) and (NDVI<-1200)) then B=2; 
if ((GNDVI>1120) and (GNDVI<1450) and (NDVI>-1450) and (NDVI<-1200)) then B=2; 
if ((GNDVI>1075) and (GNDVI<1825) and (NDVI>-2350) and (NDVI<-1650)) then B=3; #rusty sand
if ((GNDVI>1600) and (GNDVI<2750) and (NDVI>600) and (NDVI<1275)) then B=4; #low vegetation
if ((GNDVI>1880) and (GNDVI<3200) and (NDVI>1275) and (NDVI<1675)) then B=4;
if ((GNDVI>-1600) and (GNDVI<2250) and (NDVI>-1200) and (NDVI<500)) then B=5; #grasses and li-
chens
if ((GNDVI>-1000) and (GNDVI<-320) and (NDVI>-1850) and (NDVI<-1200)) then B=5;
if ((GNDVI>1850) and (GNDVI<3200) and (NDVI>2500) and (NDVI<3420)) then B=6; #dense heather
if ((GNDVI>1250) and (GNDVI<1850) and (NDVI>2500) and (NDVI<3750)) then B=6;
if ((GNDVI>500) and (GNDVI<3200) and (NDVI>1675) and (NDVI<2500)) then B=6;
if ((GNDVI>1500) and (GNDVI<1880) and (NDVI>1350) and (NDVI<1950)) then B=6;
if ((GNDVI>1420) and (GNDVI<1775) and (NDVI>1275) and (NDVI<1880)) then B=6;
if ((GNDVI>170) and (GNDVI<1500) and (NDVI>500) and (NDVI<1675)) then B=7; #rare heather
if ((GNDVI>1950) and (GNDVI<3500) and (NDVI>3400) and (NDVI<6500)) then B=8; #coniferous forest
if ((GNDVI>-1450) and (GNDVI<1950) and (NDVI>4300) and (NDVI<6600)) then B=8;
if ((GNDVI>3500) and (GNDVI<5260) and (NDVI>3400) and (NDVI<6500)) then B=9; #mixed forest
if ((GNDVI>-1500) and (GNDVI<-500) and (NDVI>-2800) and (NDVI<-1900)) then B=10; #tarmac
if ((GNDVI>-2050) and (GNDVI<-1170) and (NDVI>-2300) and (NDVI<-1400)) then B=10;
if ((GNDVI>-8700) and (GNDVI<-2400) and (NDVI>-7700) and (NDVI<-1300)) then B=11; #water
if ((GNDVI>-3000) and (GNDVI<-100) and (NDVI>750) and (NDVI<4500)) then B=12; #shadows
if ((GNDVI>-100) and (GNDVI<800) and (NDVI>2700) and (NDVI<4500)) then B=12;
#if ((GNDVI>=-10000) and (GNDVI<=-9998) and (NDVI>=-10000) and (NDVI<=-9998)) then B=100; #im-
age frame
}
CreatePyramid(B); CopySubobjects(NDVI,B,"georef");
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CreateHistogram(B);
#compression
string file$ = B.$INFO.Filename;
string name$ = B.$INFO.Name;
numeric numB=GetObjectNumber(B);
string nameC$=name$+"c";
raster C;
string desc$ = "Compressed raster"; 
OpenRaster(B, file$, name$);
RasterCompress(B, C, file$, nameC$, desc$, "DPCM");
DeleteObject(file$,numB);
PackRVC(file$);
CloseRaster(NDVI) ; CloseRaster(GNDVI);
#label:
}
print("The end of processing");


